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Wednesday 
February 6, 2019 
6PM 

Competition Program 1 

David Falk Theatre 

428 W Kennedy Blvd 

Telekinesis Lesson 6 
Brittany Gravely & Ken Linehan 

2018 16mm, USA, 6:00 

Telekinesis Lesson 6 features kinetic 

performances in the intimate realms of 

ritual, ceremony, art and play- where 

the natural and supernatural intersect. 

Like This/Like That 
Tommy Heffron 

2017, digital, USA, 3:00 

"letnothingbechangedandallbedifferent" 

- Robert Bresson via Public Access TV.

Edited in real-time.

Applied Pressure 
Kelly Sears 

2018, digital, USA, 6:20 

Ease the pain from past physical and 

mental distress. The body remembers. 

Aches may linger. Lay prone, breathe 

deeply, release tension. 

Nutrition Fugue 
Peter Lichter 

2018, 35mm -> digital, Hungary, 4:30 

"Kozert" (translation: "for the public") was 

a government owned chain of stores in 

Hungary, during the communist era 

(1948-1989). The word Kozert is still used 

in the Hungarian language. Our film was 

made from the 35 mm celluloid raw 

footage of its advertisement: the film 

strips were digged in the soil, rotten with 

food and cut up in pieces. 

BOOKANIMA: Martial Arts 
Shon Kim 

2018, digital, S.Korea / Portugal, 12:53 

BOOKANIMA, a compound word of 

'Book' and 'Anima; is Experimental 

Animation to give book new cinematic 

life. It aims 'Watching Book' in the third 

scope between Book and Cinema 

through Locomotion based on 

Chronophotography. The project 

consists of series of Locomotions: 

1. Martial Arts 2. Dance 3. Ball Games

4. Leport, etc.

Identity Parade 
Gerard Freixes Ribera 

2017, digital, Spain, 4:18 

What does a mask hide? 

Drew has escaped and is stalking 

Melinda, but who is hiding behind the 

mask? 

Hall of Fishes 
Jennifer Boles 

2018, digital, USA, 9:53 

HALL OF FISHES is an archival and 

sonic exploration of the webs of 

imperial power and violence behind 

our desires to see, contain, and 

consume the ocean. 

Memoria Data 
Lori Felker 

2018, digital, USA, 12:00 

Memoria Data collects the moments of 

connection from various and distant 

familial archives. Familiar eyes make 

contact with the lens, gestures are are 

tossed to the camera operator, and 

mouths spill unheard words. These 

images remind us of why we keep 

records, who we set our sights upon, 

and exactly how we felt when our 

camera was running. 
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ARK
Michael A. Morris
2018, 35mm -> digital, USA, 7:02
ARK is a lm made from 35mm prints 
held in the G. William Jones Film and 
Video Collection's archive. The Ark 
depidepicted in the lm is intended as a 
stand-in for the archive, a holding 
place to preserve lms from the 
passage of time and a refuge from 
which to repopulate the world with 
images.

Gone Sale
MMatt Meindl
2018, S8mm -> digital, USA, 4:30
Faceless forms inhabit the shadow-
sprayed remnants of an electronic 
shopping mall board game. Slumber 
party capitalism, now a bargain bin of 
lost dreams.

WWherever You Go, There We Are
Jesse McLean 
2017, digital, USA, 12:00
In this experimental travelogue, efforts 
to sound human and look natural 
instead become articial. The scenery
 is provided through photo-chromed 
vivintage postcards, displaying scenic 
North American landscapes and the 
rise of infrastructure and industry. 
Aspiring to look more realistic by 
adding color to a black and white 
image, the postcards are instead 
documents of the fantastic. The road 
ttrip is narrated by an automated 
correspondent (all dialogue is taken 
from spam emails), his entreaties 
becoming increasingly foreboding and 
obtuse, in a relentless effort to capture 
our attentions.
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